Agenda – Foundation
in Insights & Value
Propositions

Outside In™ are global experts in teaching Insight
and Value Proposition creation in B2B and B2C
organisations. Our clients are the worlds biggest
innovators, with revenues exceeding 150 Billion.
Because we specialise in just this one topic over the
last 15 years our expertise has been sought in the
boardrooms of global multinationals such as Philips,
GE, Samsung and Citrix.
We have delivered training to 35,000 people in 27
countries across a diverse range of Service and
Product companies. Teams have joined us from blue
chips like GSK, Unilever, LafargeHolcim, Electrolux,
P&G, NXP, Signify, Thales, Bank of America, ING
Bank, Irdeto and Idexx.
We have also trained smaller organisations and
incubators, start ups and University faculties. Maybe
we have trained you in the past or maybe you are part
of a new team who have yet to experience our
training?

Training Outline
Day 1 – Foundation in Insights
Morning: 9am
• Setting the vision: How does insight driven innovation cascade to better
result throughout every function of the organisation?
• Why its good to shift from technology push to customer pull (Outside in
thinking)
• Which technology companies have made the culture shift successfully?
• Aligning the fundamental language and understanding: What is an
insight?
• How does it differ from an Accepted Customer Belief?
• How do we ladder Observations into insight?
• How do you develop a process of insight activation which reliably
synthesises observation and learning's into competitive insight?
Lunch 12
Afternoon 1pm
• How do we interrogate existing data and establish gaps in our
knowledge?
• How do we select the correct methodology for insight creation?
• How do you capture insights and write them in a customer motivating
language?
• How do you write insights for a series of stakeholders in a complex B2B
environment?
• Practical insight writing session
• End 5pm

Training Outline
Day 2 – Foundation in Value Propositions
Morning 9am
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Once we have Insights how to we validate them?
If the customer has multiple needs, how do we prioritise?
Using your insight as the start point for a compelling offer
Understanding the Value Proposition
Writing single minded benefits as a function of our insight
Structured approach to Reasons to Believe
The difference between features, functions, specs and attributes
How to create an offer that people understand and motivates
them
• Generation of draft Value Proposition
Lunch 12
Afternoon 1pm – (Focus Weighted by functional need)
• Developing and executing exactly what is promised to the
consumer or customer. How insights make engineering and
communication aligned
• How do insights and value propositions relate to each function?
• How to ensure engineers create features aligned with the
proposition
• How to cascade the value proposition throughout the organization
• How to use discriminators as the basis of claims generation
• 10 ways to use insights to create stronger, more competitive
claims
• Coaching and guidance on better claims and single minded
messaging
End 5pm

Day 3– Coached Value Proposition Workshop

Practical application of the theory in a Value Proposition building
workshop where teams get to create the insights and Value
Propositions for real live initiatives within the business.
Teams get to apply the theory from day 1 and day 2 immediately
to tangible initiatives they are working on in their day to day
business. The expert trainer/consultant will coach and facilitate
the creation of these Value Propositions meaning teams can
leave the session with fully drafted Value Propositions.
Up to 4 Projects can be worked up during the day with next steps
and clear action plans provided for activating these in the days
and weeks following the training.

Team will leave with:
•
•
•
•
•
•

All the training they need to understand how to:
Generate deeper customer Insights
Write Insights that test well and drive competitive innovation.
Write great Value Propositions
Understand the value of this approach
4 Projects worked up with tangible next steps

To find out more visit:

MatShore.com

“Their view on Outside In thinking will make us a much more
formidable competitor, everyone should attend these sessions
at least once.-” CEO & Chairman Philips

